The Broadbandusa project will address the need for high speed Internet connectivity throughout Brown County. It is an ideal fit because the title of 'connecting America's communities' has been the desire of the entire community for quite some time. Long term, it will eventually serve the entire county. Short term, it will serve approximately 50 businesses, 6 K-12 educational institutions, 1 community college and 2 public libraries. It will provide an endless potential of services and applications for the service area. These include, but are not limited to, a) fiber optic back hauls between critical government facilities, b) allow local connections which are more secure and reliable than the presently available leased lines, c) enterprise level band width for businesses in the service area, d) provide middle mile access to new and existing last mile providers, e) increase the broadband penetration rate to homes and small businesses. f) notices will be posted on applicant website regarding interconnection policy. The network will be available to interested parties at a fair market value based on an average of no less than 2 similar service providers. g) switched Ethernet based single mode fiber optic network with lit and non lit fiber connectivity. h) Applicant currently operates a wireless network with a fiber optic head end. Applicant also provides fiber connectivity to several campus based organizations. i) system and infrastructure costs will total 1,027,610. j) there will be up to 3,000 potential subscribers. k) there will be 32 direct jobs created initially with the potential of over 400 indirect jobs once the network is installed.